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Chapter 2401

At the same time, Eastcliff Su’s family.

Shoude reported to Old Man Su: “Dad! Sister-in-law took Zhiyu and went to the auction
site!”

“What?!” The expression of the old man Chengfeng suddenly became chilly!

He gritted his teeth and said: ” Liona is really too much!” Shoude asked quickly: “Dad,
what shall we do now?”

Father Su gritted his teeth and said sharply, “Since Liona completely ignores Su’s face,
she should not blame me for not giving her a chance!”

After that, he scolded angrily: “The European princess did not change after repeated
teachings! Not only did she find a pagan boyfriend, but she was also even rumored to
be pregnant with the pagan child. Where do you put the face of the royal family?! If she
doesn’t push the royal family to the extreme, how could the royal family attack her?!
After all, it was all done by herself!”

Shoude lowered his voice and asked cautiously: “Dad, Do you really want to attack the
sister-in-law?! Although the Du family is going downhill now, it is still in a high position
as a whole. If we rashly act, we will definitely offend them…” said, Shoude.

He whispered again: “Moreover, the whole Eastcliff city is watching. If we do it at this
time, everyone will know that it must be us…”

Chengfeng snorted coldly and said, “I’m not afraid they know or not. On the contrary, I’m
afraid they don’t know! Liona, a woman who has been taught repeatedly! If we don’t do



anything, the outside world will think that our family can let others insult and swallow
their voices!”

Then, Chengfeng shook his hand fiercely and looked at him.

He said venomously: “As long as we do it cleanly and don’t leave any substantive clues,
even if the whole world knows that we did it, what can they do?”

Shoude hurriedly asked: “Dad, then Who do we let to do the task?”

Chengfeng said: “I have arranged this in advance. I originally thought that as long as
Liona doesn’t participate in this auction, I won’t care about her. But since she doesn’t
know how to promote the family values, I am not the one to be blamed.”

Shoude asked again: “Dad, what about Zhiyu?” Chengfeng said indifferently: “I have
explained that they will not do anything to Zhiyu.” After that, Chengfeng asked again:
“Yes, what about the boy? Did he go?”

Shoude shook his head: “My links didn’t mention Zhifei over there. He probably didn’t
go.”

Shouli hurriedly said, “Dad, Zhifei is already at the City Airport. he will fly back at ten
o’clock.”

Chengfeng Hearing this felt somewhat relieved and said: “It seems that the child has not
let down the name I gave him. It is the most important thing for people to know and
differentiate between right and wrong!”

Shoude hurriedly said: “Dad, if you… If you really want to teach the sister-in-law, you
must find a way to soothe the emotions of Zhifei , otherwise, I am afraid that this child
can’t think about it…” Shoude always meant something.

His greatest wish now is to do everything possible to make the old man full of anger
towards his eldest brother’s family.

He thought to himself: “Father let alone keeping track of disgruntled large family is not
enough!”



“Because Father’s body is now still in good health so that in the future he is likely to
direct inter-generational transfer of positions”!

“In other words, the old man is very likely to pass on the generation of the eldest brother
and me after another 10 years or 8 years, and pass on the position of the patriarch of
the family to our next generation!”

“In case he passed on to Zhifei, What’s the point even if he brings down the eldest
brother now? After the father gives way, Zhifei will overpower me!”

“So, the old man must also lose confidence in Zhifei!” It is because of this mind, Shoude
deliberately used this method of murder and condemnation to deliberately remind him
that he should pay attention to calming Zhifei’s emotions.

What he said was awe-inspiring, as if he really cared about his big nephew. In fact, he
deliberately wanted to wake up the old man and wanted him to know that if he really
killed Zhifei’s biological mother, Zhifei would definitely act, he will hate him!

This kind of mother-killing hatred, no matter what method is used, is impossible to
appease.

Shoude felt that as long as the old man recognized this, he would never give Zhifei any
chance again because that would be troubling for his status!


